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To cope with the impact on copyright protection caused by technological 
development, technical measures (TMs) are recognized by legitimacy, and the 
law prohibit avoiding and destroying behaviors. Also the helping behavior is 
banned too. In the context of this legislation, this paper tries to analyse resulting 
conflict and negative effects on the basic of TMs present legislation in China. 
Referring to international and abroad foreign experiences, the paper tries to find 
a reasonable protection system according to interest balance doctrine.    
The first chapter is about the basic principles of TMs. Firstly, it introduces 
the background , concept and classification of TMs. Then the paper analyses the 
necessity and qualification for protecting TMs by law. 
The second chapter analyses the conflict and negative impact by protecting 
TMs. On the one side, it will impact copyright internal balancing mechanism. 
On the other side , it will impact consumer rights and competitive market. The 
last part of this chapter introduces our national development and current 
situation of TMs, and highlight the deficiencies. 
The third chapter introduces the legal protection and restriction on TMs in 
copyright law in USA(Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998.S.2037.) and 
EU(Directive 2001/29/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 22 
May 2001 on the harmonization of certain aspects of copyright and related 
rights in the information society). French law is introduced because of its 
special protection system in consumer and competitive market. Then the paper 
concludes some inspirations from these legislation. 
The last chapter provides some suggestions for legislation improvement in 
China which is on the basis of previous analysis. The suggestions include  
perfecting core concepts about TMs, establishing fair use agreement, improving 
economic compensation mechanism and adding criminal liability in protecting 
copyright owner’s rights. And in restricting TMs using aspect it includes adding 
exception types, establishing specialized agencies for review the TMs, clearing 
disclosure and removal duty, providing the responsibility for abusing TMs. 
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放设备的生产变化明显地反映出来，2009 年 10 月索尼宣布停产卡带
walkman 随声听，2011 年索尼又将关闭其全球 大的 CD 生产厂。索尼已
经开始寻求转型，近日索尼推出了旨在对抗苹果 iTunes 的音乐下载服务















                                                 









































                                                 
①Digital Millennium Copyright Act H.R.2281. 
②Directive 2001/29/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 22 May 2001 on the Harmonization of 
Certain Aspects of Copyright and Related Rights in the Information Society,Article 6,“3.For the purposes of this 
Directive,the expression"technological measures"means any technology,device or component that,in the normal 
course of its operation,is designed to prevent or restrict acts,in respect of works or other subject-matter,which are 
not authorised by the rightholder of any copyright or any right related to copyright as provided for by law or the 











































                                                 
①吴伟光.数字技术环境下的版权法-危机与对策[M].北京:知识产权出版社,2008.147. 
②17U.S.C.1201(a)(3)(B),A technological measure "effectively controls access to a work" if the measure, in the 
ordinary course of its operation, requires the application of information, or a process or a treatment, with the 
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